Understanding Creative Commons

Creative Commons (CC), a nonprofit organization, makes copyright licenses freely available to content creators, enabling them to communicate how others may legally use their work. These licenses (outlined below) enable readers to understand at a glance how they may appropriately use a work. They are useful in medical education since they enable educators to identify materials they may legally incorporate into their teaching.

**CREATIVE COMMONS CORE LICENSES**

**CC 0**
Distribute, modify, and build upon a work, even for commercial purposes, without asking for permission. This license is sometimes called the public domain dedication, and the user is not required to credit the original creator.

**CC BY**
Distribute, modify, and build upon a work, even commercially, as long as the user credits the original creator.

**CC BY-NC**
Modify and build upon a work, as long as the user credits the original creator and does not distribute the new work commercially. The user does not have to apply the same license to the new work.

**CC BY-SA**
Distribute, modify, and build upon a work, as long as the user credits the original creator and licenses the new work using identical terms.

**CC BY-NC-SA**
Noncommercially distribute, modify, and build upon a work, as long as the user credits the original creator and licenses the new work using identical terms.

**CC BY-ND**
Commercially or noncommercially distribute a work, as long as the user does not modify the work and credits the original creator.

**CC BY-NC-ND**
Distribute a work, as long as the user credits the original creator and does not modify the work or use the work commercially.

BY indicates Attribution; SA, ShareAlike; ND, NoDerivatives; NC, NonCommercial.

**ADVANTAGES**
- The creator can apply CC licenses to photos, books, book chapters, articles, slide decks, datasets, software, and other creative content.
- CC licenses, except for CC 0, require that the user gives attribution to the original creator.
- By using a CC license, except for CC 0, the creator retains the copyright.
- Some journals allow authors to license their articles using CC licenses (e.g., Academic Medicine authors can publish using a CC license for a fee).
- CC-licensed open textbooks save students millions of dollars annually since the students do not need to buy them.
- The ability to share, remix, and revise keeps knowledge and learning moving forward!

**POTENTIAL PITFALLS**
- Determining whether the creator of the work has the legal rights to apply a CC license can be difficult, especially if the work contains images or other multimedia components.
- Once applied, CC licenses endure regardless of whether the creator wishes to change the license.
- Material may be used in situations or by groups with which the creator does not agree.
- Authors may encounter fees in order to apply a CC license to a journal article.